The paper describes the design considerations for a system for modelling and simulation of mechatronic systems. The system is based on a component concept enabling the designer to pick component models that match the physical components of the setup to be modelled from a block library. Another important feature of the system is the ability to change the complexity of the simulation model in a simple, powerful and well structured way. This feature makes it simple for the designer to evaluate the influence of including different aspects of the components. The complexity can be changed both on the component level and for the whole model. This library that can be extended by the user contains standard components, such as DC-motors, potentiometers, encoders, pneumatic elements, and a Maple based facility to generate symbolic equations of motion. To evaluate the concepts the Mechatronic Simulink Library blockset has been implemented as a prototype based on MATLAB and Simulink and has been used to model several mechatronic systems. The library is presently being tested in different projects. Keywords: Modelling, Mechatronics, CACSD, Simulation.
Modelling is essential when engineers develop new systems. It is convenient to test the performance of the controller and the total system without having to construct and assemble it. There are at least two important groups of models to be considered in CACE. Models that are used for testing the system performance through analysis or simulations, and models that are used as a starting point for the design of the controller.
Normally the first kind is more complex and as close to the real system as possible while the second kind is simplified, containing only modelling features of the system that are important for the control. The second kind could be called design models, while the first kind could be denoted validation models. Design models are sometimes derived by simplification of the validation models. The focus in this paper is on deriving validation models. We also restrict ourselves to computer based models, leaving out the mechanical small-scale models sometimes used.
Several ways of obtaining computer based models exist. In this work the traditionally used approach in mechanical engineering is taken. This approach is sometimes called deductive modelling. Based on the physical laws (Newton etc.) and the geometry of the system a set of differential equations is derived from the structure of the model. The parameters of the model can be derived in three ways:
From data sheets available for the components of the system 0 Measured by performing special experiments suited for finding the parameter in question Found using an optimization routine and data taken from a run of the real system. This is also called calibration of the model. As opposed to this approach stochastic modelling could be used. This approach uses data-sets recorded from the real systems and based on these, using identification algorithms [6] an optimal model description is found including both structure and parameters. In this paper the first approach is used. In order to simplify the modelling component libraries containing models of subsystems and components that can be reused are introduced. Mechatronics is a combination of the words mechanics and electronics and the use of the term originated in Japan in the 1970's but it has since then become a standard term. The precise meaning of the term is not well defined as several interpretations exists [15] . There is a general consensus that mechatronics consists of the elements mechanics, electronics and software. In our approach the element 'control' has been added as shown in figure 1. Included in the term mechatronics are aspects from different fields of expertise and elements of 'concurrent engi-neering' or 'integrated design' are clearly found. A mechatronics approach to a construction task will deal with the problems encountered in a parallel fashion involving all the relevant fields of expertise and not as in more traditional construction first deal with the mechanical aspects, then add the electronics and lastly add the software and control algorithms.
To be able to work on a construction task in a mechatronic fashion it is essential that the tools and methods used supports all the involved fields of expertise or at least are open to integration with other methods and tools. One of the large problems encountered when solving a problem in a mechatronic way is the lack of tools and methods that support analysis, controller design and simulation in this way.
The typical tools are emerging from one of the above mentioned domains of expertise as for instance the simulation tool SPICE from electronic circuits. Many of these tools support the inclusion of components from other domains like mechanical components in SPICE, but it is often difficult as the differential equations are the vehicle used in the inclusion. This generates a barrier for the designer as finding these equations demands a detailed knowledge of the other domains. A mechanical designer will for instance rarely have detailed knowledge about the modelling of PWM amplifiers. The most laborious task in the initial phase of the analysis of a mechatronic robotic system is the derivation of dynamic models. Model equations may be derived using paper and pencil or this task may be supported by the computer. The first approach may become very time-consuming and always brings a risk of human errors. In such cases, computerized symbolic manipulation is clearly faster and safer. The purely numerical approach has many drawbacks e.g. round-off errors generated when evaluating expressions. Some combination of numerical and symbolic approach in analysis of dynamics of mechatronic system seems to be most appropriate.
As the input the definition of the topology of the system is required. The system is fully described by the geometry and physical data. In order to derive model equations some theoretical principles are usually employed. There exists two groups of formalism used to generate the equations of dynamics. The first is based on vectorial mechanics and includes the Newton-Euler approach and the second is attributed to analytical mechanics and encompasses different formulations (dAlembert, Jourdain, Lagrange or Hamilton). Other principles are used sometimes such as GibbsAppell's and Gauss's, but they are not that popular as those of Euler or Lagrange. The Symbolic Math Toolboxes for MATLAB brings a new dimension to this numerically oriented package. This encourages the construction of alternative solutions eliminating (in some areas) the need of using specialized software for multibody systems analysis, at least for relatively simple systems.
Mechatronic Simulink Library
The aim of the development of the Mechatronics Simulink Library (MSL) has been the make a domain independent library of component models to be used for modelling electromechanical systems. Tlhe designer should be able to use the blocks without a detailed domain specific knowledge and the resulting models should be well suited for solving control problems. The domain specific knowledge is embedded in the blocks and makes it useable for designers without much domain specific knowledge. An important feature of IMSL is that the user can choose the component models from a libraq. Typically the library will contain a number of generic component models and a number of models of the specific components that are available to the designer. These component models eliminates the need to model common components each time they are to be used in a system, likewise it is not necessary to find the values of paraimeter in data sheets, as the data for the different component types are build into the library. Furthermore the inclusion of new specific component models is easy using the generic component models. Another important feature of MSL is the possibility of changing the complexity of the model in a simple fashion. Each component model reacts to the choice of different parameters that indicate the desired complexity of the component, The parameters can be set for the individual components and for the whole system model, which makes it very easy the evaluate the effect of a given change of complexity.
The following section describes how the concepts are build into the component model structure and following this a short summary of the some of the components of the prototype implementation is given. The current prototype version of MSL is implemented using MATLAB/ Simulink, as there was a strong desire to use a widely available environment and not to implement existing functionality in the project. The concepts however are independent of the implementation environment and could be realised using other packages. 
Compolnent structure
At the first glance Simulink seems like a system well suited for modelling continuous system. However if certain guidelines are not followed regarding the structure of the resulting models does not become very reusable. The problems faced are the choice of input/ output signals for the blocks, the choice of level of granularity and finally the way to specify parameters for a specific component. The choice of granularity or complexity is important as too detailed models become very slow and hard to simulate. Using the complexity parameters of MSL the freedom exists to implement models at different levels of complexity concurrently. The idea, behind MSL is to decompose the system models into component models directly related to the physical setup of the system being modelled. A DC motor and an amplifier are built as two different component models and a current control of the motor is realised using a feedback of the armature current of the motor to the amplifier component. This is not an optimal approach from a pure simulation speed point of view but on the other hand the system model becomes simple to maintain and change, if for instance the effect of voltage control is to be evaluated. If the simulation performance problems become to overwhelming aggregated multi-components models can be realised to over come this solving the algebraic loops symbolically before simulation. Integrating the symbolic elimination of dgebraric loops and the component based concept presented here is a very promissing future direction in standard environments, the current environments however does not support this.
It is also of importance to determine which inputs and outputs the components should have. [2] . For some types of components inputs and outputs are simple to choose, for instance in the case of the potentiometer where the input is the shaft position and the output is the voltage, the supply voltage can be input as a parameter. The problem is more difficult if a DC motor is considered where either the armature current or the voltage can be input and the output could be the shaft speed for a given load intertia and torque or the torque could be output. The importance of a structured approach to choosing the input, output and parameters is clear, because of the complications related to changing component models and connecting different system models. The choice of input and output signals for some components in the prototype implementation of MSL is shown in table 1. DC Motor The dialogue box in general contains the name of the component type for use in the database. To make it possible for the designer to change the complexity of the system model in a simple way and asses the effect of the change of different parasitic effects on the results of the simulations five different general effects has been considered. They are
Apart from these switches the sampling interval is also a global variable, but if needed it is also possible to use different sampling intervals by introducing more global variables or inputting the sampling interval directly in the dialogue box. 
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Components
In the prototype implementation of MSL a number of components often used in the laboratory have been made. Other components can be added as needed, they could be hydraulic or pneumatic. In figure 2 the current groups of components are shown. It should be noted that MSL is designed in such a way that the addition of new component types is simple and the user should use this facility as only the most basic component types are included from the beginning.
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Motors includes only DC motors but other drive types can be added by the user. In the figure the dialogue box is shown, in which the type of DC motor is input as well as if the parameters of friction. stiction and fluid friction should be taken from the database (default) or the dialogue box. Furthermore I t can be chosen if friction should be simulated or not and the level of extra dynamics included in this case the electrical time coristant of the drive. As also shown in the figure there are two variants of the drive, a normal and a triggered version. The triggered blocks is an undocumented feature of Simulink 1.3 enabling the user to only simulate certain blocks in the diagram. This is utilized in MSL to enhance simulation performance of the simplest complexity level significantly. In the traditional version all parts of a component are simulated even though the results from some blocks are not used. The whole model with full complexity is always simulated in the non-triggered version. The triggered version should always be used, the normal version is only included because of the undocumented nature of the triggered block facility that may be changed in future versions of Simuliink.
i DC-Motor-TRIG 1 Figure 3 . DC motor symbols and dialogue box.
The input variables are the load torque and voltage and the output variables are shaft position, speed, acceleration. The armature current is also seen as a output in order to be able to simulate a current limiter in the amplifier. Amplifiers. In this group power amplifiers as well as signal, pre-amplifiers and bridge amplifiers for strain gauges are modelled. The load current is an input signal for power amplifiers along with voltage and is normally connected to the corresponding output signal of the DC-motor model. This enables the simulation of a current limiting behaviour. Sensors. A number of control relevant sensor components are modelled, DC-tacho, potentiometer, strain gauge and encoder. Converters. Models of the AD and DA converters with delay and quantisation.
Mechanical comuonents. This group consists of several mechanical components. Two are rather simple, pure inertia and ideal gear and are often used in connection with servo systems. Furthermore the following types of nonideal gears are to be modelled, planetary gearbox, planetary gearbox with synchronous belt and harmonic gearbox.
[19]. The element for the flexible robot arm is described in more detail. 
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Viscose damping matrix w w Squared resonance frequency matrix (rad2/sec2) Kmom q to flexible torque feedback Phi2dd q to strain matrix PhiL Mode shape functions evaluated at x=L. From the initialisation commands it can be seen that all parameters are read in the database file. Generation of equations of motion. The dynamic equation of a robot is written in the standard form [4] , [7] : respect to the output shaft (Kgm2)
Expressions for the matrix functions have to be derived and input into a block that contains a MATLAB function that implements the functions. There is a number of possibilities for deriving the matrix functions M, C, F, and G from knowledge of the construction of the robot.
Derivation by hand. This is normally only possible for very simple systems and the chance of mistakes is rather large. Numeric calculation using the Robotics Toolbox [3] . The toolbox contains functions that from a description of the construction of the robot is able to derive numerical expressions for the matrix functions. The problem is that these matrix functions depends on the state of the robot and the numerical expressions has to be calculated at each time step. Symbolic calculations using general symbolic packages.
[8] [21] . Using general symbolic packages like Mathematica or Maple V it is possible to derive symbolic expressions for the matrix functions that in turn can be imported in the MATLAB. There are specialised tools available for as for instance Robotica for Mathematica to solve this kind of problems. A more enhanced tool has been made for Maple V, which combines the use of Simulink graphical interface and the Symbolic Toolbox from MATLAB. This is constructed as a compagnion to MSL for modelling the mechanical part of a system. [20] . It utilizes the symbolic manipulation engine of Maple V symbolic algebra package accessible in MATLAB/Simulink environment in the form of Symbolic Math Tooolbox. The structure of the software architecture used in MAPLE generated Simulink C-mex function is shown in 1201. Dymola [5] is a package specially well suited for solving this kind of problems. In [ 181, [ 161 and [20] . There are many advantages and only a few drawbacks of using pneumatic actuators in such applications. The drawbacks can be minimized by the special actuator design and now, pneumatic actuator are more widely applied for robotic systems, especially as drives for gripper systems, and drives for fine positioning systems. In MSL a number of pneumatic elements have been modelled which makes it easier to design robotic systems with pneumatic parts. The general structure of pneumatic systems incorporates following main elements: electrical part, mechanical part, valve, actuator (cylinder or bellow). The most important are the valve and actuator because these two components introduce into the system the main nonlinearities. There are strong interactions between all components of the system. The input section of the model consist of PWM type component. The library of pneumatic blocks includes the following elements:
PWM element actuators (metal bellows and cylinder), valves (one-stage jet-pipe and two-stages Moog), flow meter system, mechanical part of positioning system.
Conclusion
In this paper the concept and design considerations for the Mechatronic Simulink Library are given, along with a describtion of the prototype implementation. MSL is a component library and a methodology for modelling mechatronics systems. The library and methodology has been used to model several mechatronics objects.
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